Nations Vulnerable to Climate Change Face Credit Rating Hit, Warns S&P
July 21, 2014 - Standard & Poor’s, one of the ‘Big 3’ Credit ratings agencies, has called climate change a ‘mega-trend for sovereign risk.’  It has warned that vulnerable nations could face a ratings downgrade.  This is especially concerning, as those countries that are most at risk from climate change will require access to affordable credit, in order to adapt to climate impacts.
The warning came in a new report ‘Climate Change Is A Global Mega-Trend For Sovereign Risk’, that shows that poorer nations with already low ratings will be the most affected by the climate change.
The warning is particularly concerning for emerging markets in Africa and Asia, with Bangladesh, Senegal and Vietnam being named as the 3 countries most vulnerable to a climate-driven credit risk downgrade.
The climate threat to the credit ratings of many of the vulnerable countries named in the report is compounded by the fact that many of them are also being affected by another ‘mega-trend’ identified by S&P as threat to sovereign credit; population growth.
The countries for which climate change poses considerable credit risk are often characterized by a high dependence on agriculture and weak institutions that afford them little capacity to adapt to climate impacts.  The S&P report also pointed to many countries’ reduced ability to absorb the financial costs associated with climate related natural disasters.
The firm rated 128 sovereign governments on basis of their creditworthiness, taking both political and economic risks into account.  S&P estimates that countries around the world will suffer from the effects of climate change, which will constrict economic growth and threaten public finances.
The report’s key findings include:
Climate change is likely to be one of the global mega-trends impacting sovereign creditworthiness, in most cases negatively.
The impact on creditworthiness will probably be felt through various channels, including economic growth, external performance, and public finances.
Sovereigns will probably be unevenly affected by climate change, with poorer and lower rated sovereigns typically hit hardest, which could contribute to rising global rating inequality.
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